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Does democracy insure your rights?
- Read chapter 7 of
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How would you speed up progress?
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How much liberty have you lost?
-Read chapter 13 of
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For you and your children

EVERYONE CLAIMS to be in favor of liberty,
but few agree as to what it is. This conflict is due
to confusion about the ideas - the attitude of
mind, the philosophy - on which liberty is
founded. This book is dedicated to an understanding of liberty, a measurement of how much remains, and a positive and challenging program to
regain what has been lost.
Tms IS a practical book for all who want,
for themselves and for their children, the chance
to enjoy the just fruits of liberty. It is written in
words that are short and easy to understand. But
this is not a placid book. The author does not use
soothing words where liberty is at stake. Nor does
he dwell unduly on the loss of liberty in foreign
lands; he warns, rather, of the dangerously subtle
form of slavery in our own country.
THOUGH CONCERNED primarily with the philosophy of liberty, the author devotes considerable
time to economic liberty. He explains how liberty
in every other area rests on its preservation in the
economic sphere. In the course of this explanation
he makes some startling and disturbing observations about the relation of liberty to government,
democracy, charity, peace, progress and prosperity.
DR. HARPER's suggested path to the recovery
of lost liberty is certain to be controversial among
all present victims of our collective apathy.

What the press
said about

" •.. here's a 20th Century thought-provoker."
-Modern Industry
" ... for all who are concerned with government's
increasing encroachments on individual freedom...."
-The Grand Rapids Press
"Its timeliness, as well as erudition- scientific,
historic, social, and mathematical- should gain it a
serious hearing among all who realize that our hardwon freedoms are slipping away at an increased and
alarming pace." -The Courant, Hartford

... and how some readers liked it
"It compounds philosophy and economics in
just the right proportions."- A Professor Emeritus in
New York; Past President of the American Statistical
Association
"It should be rated, in my judgment, as one of
the best, if not the best, discussions of the principles
of liberty which has yet been produced at any time or
by any one."- A business executive in California;
Coiiege Trustee
"The logical pattern of philosophical reasoning,
the importance of such a clearly written revelation of
the transgressions of our own government, make it a
book to share with all the thinking people I know.
The definitions and points have become stimulating
table discussion material for all our family."-A business woman in New York; Personnel work
"I was so fascinated by this outstanding treatise
that I have read it thoroughly twice.... I have never
read a better article on the most important subject
facing the citizens of this and every other country."
-A business executive in I11inois; Trustee of a Natural
History Museum
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